DOSAR PART 627 - PATENTS, DATA, AND COPYRIGHTS

PART 627 - PATENTS, DATA, AND COPYRIGHTS

Subpart 627.2 - Patents and Copyrights
627.201 Patent and copyright infringement liability.
627.201-2 Clause for Government waiver of indemnity.

Subpart 627.3 - Patent Rights under Government Contracts
627.303 Contract clauses.
627.304 Procedures.
627.304-1 General.
627.304-4 Appeals.

(e) The Procurement Executive is the agency head's designee for the purposes of FAR 27.201-2(e).

Subpart 627.3 - Patent Rights under Government Contracts
627.303 Contract clauses.

The Procurement Executive is the agency head's designee to make the determinations addressed in FAR 27.303. Determinations proposed to be issued by the Procurement Executive shall be reviewed by the Office of the Legal Adviser.

627.304 Procedures.

627.304-1 General.

The Procurement Executive is the agency head's designee for the purposes of FAR 27.304-1. Questions regarding fact-finding procedures as specified in FAR 27.304-1(a)(4) shall be referred to A/OPE. Determinations proposed to be issued by the Procurement Executive shall be reviewed by the Office of the Legal Adviser.

627.304-4 Appeals.

The Procurement Executive is the agency head's designee for the purposes of FAR 27.304-4. Questions regarding the appeals procedure as specified in FAR 27.304-4(b) shall be referred to A/OPE.